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The Ten Serenities
of Sahome

C Duty does things well, but love does things beautifully.

C Give one another respect! Grant one another honor!

C Take stock. Don’t mock. 

C Our sanctity must first preserve our individuality.

C Relief comes from following our moral compass and conscience.

C Consider health as wealth!

C Learn the difference between unbelief and disbelief.

C Reform, reconstitute, re-engender. Build back better. Be tender. Accept, with 
gratitude, the tender mercies of second chances.

C Take part, do our part to make this ‘the Age of Sahome:’ world peace!

C No time to delay. Today is our day to make hay, to have our say, to help 
shape things to go better in every way. 

 With these ten serenities we can inspire others to share noble incentives and 
initiatives with all of us.

This is Sahome!
 We live in a world of consequence and want to bring the best consequences 
upon our lives. We all need some prompts, some guidelines, and some norms of 
conduct to guide our path safely through life’s challenges. We wish all the best to 
each and everyone of us as we move forward towards our optimal nature. Let’s get 
started and not be denied or prevented from doing our best.

Through our efforts may goodness be lived!
This is Sahome’s wish for all of us.

Refer to Sahome.org



We are ascension beings. 
“I lift thee and thee lift me and we ascend together.”

Sahome Transitions

By using Sahome, we honor the worth and well being of all people. We prize each person’s 
unique individuality and we marvel at the wonder, majesty and marvelous potential in 
everyone’s life. We turn deference into preference for all people to live one’s best life and to 

attain one’s best future. We want everyone to enjoy provident living.
 It is Sahome’s worthy goal to build peace, harmony, unity, and cooperation to counter human 
limitation by the pursuit of moral maturity. Thereby, with moral courage, we will live more healthily 
in a tenuous, tentative, tumultuous world. Through moral maturity we can better foster and 
strengthen goodness and honorable self governance, and, rung by rung, rise above limitation to 
share emancipation. This transition is Sahome’s Mission!

We all need encouragement to lift the tone and temperament of society to sustain peace. 
Sahome wants us, all, to allocate our time and effort to spreading friendship, peace and good 
will. When we stop animosity and derangement of mind and spirit we stop humiliation! We 
want to stop humiliation, aggravation, desecration, demoralization, desperation, deprivation, 
privation, brutalization and annihilation. We don’t want the fret of regret to harm the future. 
We want to build, for the coming generations; cooperative guidance towards peace and harmony 
so we cede to those of our posterity the grand approbation of love, peace, and good will. We 
want to increase all people’s honorable devotion to high striving and to moral maturity. We 
don’t want the future to be further stained with the aftermath of war and violence. 

 Notwithstanding lifes cares, worries and concerns, by developing our compassion, we can and 
will face life with moral courage. Moral courage puts love to its best use.
 Love is the kindness that sweeps away suffering. The practice of Sahome is one of love! All 
compassionate realities based upon love, can transpose all truth and beauty into something noble 
and great, which is not perishable. That is why Sahome was created to help us live the best in all 
faiths and faith paths.
 Everything, creating real value for the human family, should be honored, and should not be 
lost. This is a process of sweet restoration and noble reciprocity. We want to be acruers and helpful 
doers so that we will reflect well upon others. This requires our constant improvement!
 This is Sahome’s grand intent. We want you to be a leader in this cause. You have full authority 
to start your own Sahome outreach to make a positive difference where you are. 
 For further information and enrichment, to achieve this objective and to create and sustain your 
own Sahome outreach groups, go to Sahome.org and Fackebook: Sahome and YouTube: Sahome.

We wish you love and joy in all that you do!


